THE LIBERTY GARDEN
new outdoor fabric collection
The Liberty Garden in all its glory is captured in Liberty’s new outdoor fabric
collection.
Much-loved archival classics have been reimagined, appearing alongside
brand-new artworks in a playful and eclectic combination of designs.
Supernatural botanicals and boldly-scaled florals sit alongside simple
geometrics, stripes and plains – all designed and proportioned especially for
outdoor use, and expertly printed and woven in Italy and Belgium on beautiful
high-performance bases.
Harmonised across three distinctive ‘garden rooms’, the collection of 14
designs is criss-crossed by narrative stories of print and colour to reflect
Liberty’s eclectic spirit. Drawing inspiration from the beauty of Arts and Crafts
gardens, decadent ornamental florals appear juxtaposed against geometric
botanical layouts and the classic nostalgia of Liberty ditsy florals – unique and
beautiful settings for outdoors, painted in living colour.

ENGLISH DITSIES
A perennially blooming favourite, Liberty’s signature small-scale florals were
first popularised in the 1920s and ‘30s – their timeless appeal steeped in
nostalgic charm. For The Liberty Garden collection, classic archival 30s prints
Betsy Flora and Betsy Bloom have been reworked for outdoor use.
Betsy Flora (print)
Betsy Flora is a larger-scale adaptation of Betsy, originally created for Liberty
in 1933. This charming, stylised pattern has proven to be one of the top selling
Liberty designs of all time. Reimagined in a myriad of colourways throughout
the years, Betsy remains one of Liberty’s most cherished prints.
Price: £110/m
Width: 140cm Composition: 100% Polyester
Betsy Bloom (print)
Betsy Bloom is a brand-new version of our much-loved Betsy, resized and
recoloured as a two-tone pattern. Delicately redrawn with Liberty’s
characteristic fine outline, its monochrome stylised flowers create a distinct
aesthetic for a fresh and contemporary look.
Price: £110/m
Width: 140cm Composition: 100% Polyester

Tablecloth: Betsy Bloom Fennel
Seat Pads: Cabana Stripe Lacquer, Grand Milo Lacquer, Arbor Lacquer, Tempera Fennel

BOLD TROPICALS
Vivid and exuberant botanicals tell this story with a mood of verdant lushness
and discovery. Studio-drawn designs such as Grand Milo, Fantasia Jungle
and Chile Palm sit alongside archival Liberty classics like Persian Voyage,
reworked for outdoor use using jacquard and print techniques.
Grand Milo (print)
Based on a Liberty print hand-painted during the 1970s, Grand Milo was
largely inspired by the tales of the Mughal emperor as depicted in the South
Asian manuscripts, and the princes that were deployed to protect the kingdom
from predatory tigers and wild animals. Adapted from our seasonal print Prince
Milo, this rescaled version highlights all the original intricate details and dense
linework.
Price: £144/m
Width: 140cm Composition: 100% Polyester
Fantasia Jungle (print)
Designed and hand-drawn in fine liner in the Liberty Fabrics studio, Fantasia
Jungle offers a glimpse into a fantastical world of giant tropical poisonous
plants inspired by Kew Gardens. This meandering tropical floral features
majestic foliage including passion flowers, pomegranates, acanthus leaves,
dicentra, trumpet flowers and palms. It appears here reworked and developed
into a bold new scale.
Price: £110/m
Width: 140cm Composition: 100% Polyester
Chile Palm (weave)
Originally hand painted in-house, Chile Palm draws inspiration from the diverse
plant life of tropical rainforests. Overlapping palm leaves create a lush jungle
canopy filled with light and shadow, subtle movement, definition, and depth. It
appears in this collection translated into a sumptuous woven jacquard in four
colourways.
Price: £170/m
Width: 145cm Composition: 100% Polypropylene

Chairs: Persian Voyage Pewter
Cushions: Persian Voyage Pewter

GARDEN GEOMETRICS
This story reflects the ethos of Arts and Crafts gardener Gertrude Jekyll – its
focus on structure and balance in print bolstered by vibrant and dynamic
weaves. The bold checked design of Arbour sits harmoniously alongside the
vibrancy of Candy and Cabana Stripes, with Marquee offering clean lines and
simple graphic forms to complement the ebullient florals. The collection is
offset with textured and smooth plain fabrics, Reef and Tempera.
Cabana Stripe (weave)
Originally created as a printed fabric design in 1976, Cabana Stripe is versatile
and practical, with a highly tactile texture and complementary colours
reminiscent of classic deckchair prints. Developed from the archive, this new
design translates a bold mixed vertical stripe into textured weave effects –
offering a strong contemporary colour contrast to the printed designs.
Price: £118/m Width: 138cm Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Palazzo (weave)
Based on a tiny piece of woven Liberty fabric dating from the 1890s, Palazzo
has been revived and reconstructed exclusively for outdoor furnishing fabrics.
This undulating geometric features a wavy diagonal check, arranged in an
elegant ogee layout. Developed from a silk jacquard in archive, it is translated
into a tone-on-tone, yarn-dyed mid-scale geometric.
Price: £104/m Width: 142cm Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Seat Pad: Arbor Lapis
Cushions: Tempera Ink, Arbor Lapis, Grand Mil Lapis, Candy Stripe Lapis

OTHER FABRICS IN THE COLLECTION
Arbor weave: Price £138/m Width: 144cm Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Tempera weave: Price £98/m Width:140cm Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Marquee weave: Price £118/m Width 140cm Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Candy Stripe weave: Price £114/m Width:140cm Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Reef Plain weave: Price £114/m Width 136cm Composition 63% polypropylene, 37% polyacrylic
Persian Voyage weave: Price £114/m Width: 140cm Composition: 100% Polyester
Persian Voyage Jacquard: Price £198/m Width: 140cm Composition 77% polyacrylic, 23% polypropylene

COLOUR STORIES
The collection comprises four colour groups, an evolution of the Liberty archive
colour stories found in all Liberty Interiors collections: Lacquer, Jade, Pewter
and Lapis.
Jade
Originally drawing inspiration from exquisite 19th century Chinese artworks
and textiles, the Jade story is transformed for outdoor use into a richly verdant
palette of bold palm greens and vibrant accents, perfect for cushions and day
beds. Drawing from the exuberant tropical greenery of calathea and Persian
shield, the story sees jadeite and acacia greens offset by the bright pink and
turquoise hues of cashew nut plants and banana and passion flowers.
Lacquer
Drawing from the rustic philosophy of the Arts and Crafts movement, this story
pays tribute to the beauty of vivid organic shades – painted in flowerbeds and
trellises with living colours. For the outdoor collection, lacquer and ointment
shades found in country house interiors are reflected in the mainstay garden
hues of blushing English roses, poppies, orchids, alliums and lupins – balanced by cooler lichen, acacia and fennel, reminiscent of the hardy traditional
native plants found in English gardens.
Lapis
Drawn from the crisp hues of 19th century pottery, the Lapis story is recontextualised for outdoor use into a beautiful coast-to-coast palette of vivid-petaled
cobalts and azures. Borage, cornflowers, bluebells, irises, peonies, zinnias,
alliums, dahlias and periwinkle inspire this group of vibrant blues and pinks,
appearing as if harmonised together in porcelain pots and planters and framed
by ceramic tiling – made to be coordinated with confidence.
Pewter
With its serenely muted palette tempered with intricate florals and botanicals, Pewter is a modern neutrals story reimagined for the outdoor collection.
Refined and contemporary tones of off-white, beige, rich taupe, dusky pinks,
warm greys and sage greens are taken from the soft colouration of plant
borders: Nigella, cosmos, winter rose, anemone, wild carrot plant, eucalyptus,
Astrantia, camomile, sweet pea and salvia, planted snugly in beds edged by
foot-worn stone pathways.

INSPIRATIONAL STORIES
Liberty designers took as their muse the Arts and Crafts gardener Gertrude
Jekyll, with her focus on natural planting arranged within magnificent geometric
frameworks of terraces, pergolas, walkways and ornate steps, interspersed
with statues and sunken pools. In The Liberty Garden, flowers are ebulliently
colourful and choreographed according to colour and season – a method of
painting pictures, using living plants.
“If you take any flower you please and look it over and turn it about and smell
it and feel it and try to find out all its little secrets, not of flower only but of leaf,
bud and stem as well, you will discover many wonderful things. This is how you
make friends with plants...” Gertrude Jekyll
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